List of PETAL Network Institutions Identified on the ClinicalTrials.gov Website as Study Locations for CLOVERS (Last Updated May 28, 2018)¹

California

Ronald Reagan UCLA, Los Angeles
Stanford University Hospital, Stanford (not yet recruiting subjects)
UCSF Fresno, Fresno
UCSF San Francisco, San Francisco

Colorado

Denver Health Medical Center, Denver
St. Joseph Hospital, Denver (not yet recruiting subjects)
University of Colorado Hospital, Aurora

Illinois

Northwestern University, Evanston (not yet recruiting subjects)

Indiana

Indiana University Health Methodist Hospital, Indianapolis

Kentucky

University of Kentucky, Lexington (not yet recruiting subjects)

Louisiana

University Medical Center (LSU), New Orleans (not yet recruiting subjects)

Maine

Maine Medical Center, Portland (not yet recruiting subjects)

Massachusetts

Beth Israel Medical Center, Boston
Baystate Medical Center, Springfield
Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston (not yet recruiting subjects)
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston (Coordinating Site) (not yet recruiting subjects)
St. Vincent Hospital, Worcester (not yet recruiting subjects)

Michigan

Henry Ford Medical Center, Detroit (not yet recruiting subjects)
University of Michigan Medical Center, Ann Arbor

Mississippi

University of Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson (not yet recruiting subjects)

New York

Montefiore Medical Center, New York
Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York (not yet recruiting subjects)

North Carolina

Duke University Medical Center, Durham (not yet recruiting subjects)
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill (not yet recruiting subjects)
Wake Forest Baptist Health, Winston-Salem

Ohio

Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland
Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center, Columbus
University of Cincinnati Medical Center, Cincinnati (not yet recruiting subjects)

Oregon

Oregon Health and Science University OHSU, Portland (not yet recruiting subjects)

Pennsylvania

Penn State Hershey Medical Center, Hershey (not yet recruiting subjects)
UPMC Mercy, Pittsburgh (not yet recruiting subjects)
UPMC Presbyterian, Pittsburgh (not yet recruiting subjects)
UPMC Shadyside, Pittsburgh (not yet recruiting subjects)
Tennessee

Vanderbilt University Medical Center

Utah

Intermountain Medical Center, Murray
LDS Hospital, Salt Lake City (not yet recruiting subjects)
McKay-Dee Hospital, Ogden (not yet recruiting subjects)
University of Utah Health Sciences Center, Salt Lake City (not yet recruiting subjects)
Utah Valley Regional Medical Center, Provo (not yet recruiting subjects)

Virginia

University Virginia Medical Center, Charlottesville (not yet recruiting subjects)
VCU Medical Center, Richmond (not yet recruiting subjects)

Washington

Harborview Medical Center, Seattle
Swedish Hospital First Hill, Seattle (not yet recruiting subjects)
University of Washington Medical Center, Seattle (not yet recruiting subjects)